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Video Fast and Slow Motion Styling 
ABSTRACT 
Video editing is a time-consuming activity that requires significant know-how to achieve 
professional grade results. Video editors presently available for consumers or amateurs offer a 
single-dial speed-setting that can slow down or speed up a video by a certain factor. The result of 
this setting often falls short of what the creator had in mind and is far less engaging for the 
viewers, who are used to professionally produced content. This disclosure describes techniques 
that enable a broad range of video-speed manipulations using templates. A user interface with a 
few buttons, sliders, and simple, intuitive settings is made available to novice users. The 
techniques enable efficient video-editing for fast/slow motion styling on smartphones or other 
devices with similar sizes or form-factors. 
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BACKGROUND 
Video editing is a time-consuming activity that requires significant know-how to achieve 
professional grade results. One of the more complex and time-consuming tasks within video 
editing is timing/speed manipulation. 
There are two broad categories of reasons to manipulate timing/speed in video editing, as 
follows. When an event depicted in the video is happening too quickly, it needs to be slowed 
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down for the viewers to see the details. For example, in sports, a slow motion is executed around 
a penalty kick (in soccer), a golf swing, a ski jump, etc. Alternatively, an event that takes a 
substantial amount of time with little or no action depicted in the video can cause viewers to lose 
focus or attention unless the story is moved forward quickly. For example, a do-it-yourself (DIY) 
video might show a creation that took multiple hours to build but needs to be communicated in a 
few minutes. 
There is also a third category, which is a mix of the two previous categories. Certain 
events are both too long and include actions that are too quick. An example is an extreme 
sporting event where an athlete (skater, surfer, etc.) might be active for a few hours but they 
execute certain critical moves in a very short time period. Editing these types of shots involves 
both speeding up and slowing down time at different places. Speeding up or slowing down video 
is known as speed ramping. 
Implementing video edits for speed adjustment is time consuming and requires 
considerable experience. Generally, only professional video editors know how to do this well, 
and it is mostly out of the reach of casual users or amateurs. Video editors available for such 
users typically offer a single-dial speed-setting that can slow down or speed up a video by a 
certain factor. The result of this setting often falls short of what the creator has in mind and is far 
less engaging for viewers, in comparison with professionally produced content. 
DESCRIPTION 
This disclosure describes techniques that enable a broad range of video speed and timing 
manipulations (referred to as fast and slow motion styling) using templates made available to 
novice video-editing users with a few buttons, sliders, and simple, intuitive settings.  
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Fig. 1: An example template to enable user-friendly video-editing  
An example template or user interface, in the form of a dialog box, as illustrated in Fig, 1, 
having a few simple settings, described in greater detail below, enables user-friendly video-
editing and speed ramping at points selected by the user. 
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Speed (102): Speed can be input by the user using, e.g., a slider, that can slow down the video to 
as little as, e.g., 5% of original speed, to as much as, e.g., 10,000% of original speed. The slider 
automatically updates the new duration in a mm:ss:ff format and speed. Alternative to the slider, 
the user can just type the speed percentage or specify the explicit desired output duration 
(allowing the system to calculate the speed percentage). 
Smoothness of speed change (flat speed vs. ease-in/out) (104): Smoothness of speed-change can 
be input by the user using, e.g., a slider, that enables the user to effect speed transitions from 
very fast, e.g., no smoothing, to gradual easing-in and out (strong smoothing). As illustrated in 
Fig. 2, speed-change transitions can be controlled by the curve that expresses the rate of speed 
change.  
 
Fig. 2: An example of speed-change versus time for three different degrees of ease-in/out 
Style (106): Style can be selected by the user using buttons or other controls. Depending on the 
type of style, the user is prompted to enter additional specifications. Example styles include: 
● Uniform speed, a style that doesn’t require additional settings or specifications. 
● Jump cuts (change speed between key moments): A user might choose to select key 
points in time to include and focus on in their modified (sped-up) clip. These can have 
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unique things that warrant attention or they can represent progress in a task (like painting 
of a wall, 10%, 50% and 75% complete). The result shows progress through a series of 
cuts while making sure that the user can still control what's important to them. 
Implementing this technique manually in traditional video editing can be time consuming 
(depending on the number of cuts). Per the described, templatized approach, the user can 
enter the number of key points, and the user interface automatically shows the length of 
each cut. The user can adjust the placement of each key point within the video. Fig. 3 
illustrates an example of jump cuts. For example, if the original video has an opening 
shot, N jump cuts of particular duration, and a closing shot, the N jump cuts can be 
included at arbitrary locations in the original video, and the locations can be adjusted by 
the user. The resulting video can provide a summary of the original long video. 
● Speed ramps: Key points are identified by the user in a video, and the video accelerates 
(fast-forward) between key points (rather than cutting between key points — as in jump 
cuts). Per the templatized approach, the user enters the number of key points, and the 
user-interface automatically shows the length of each cut. The user can adjust the 
placement of each key point. An example of the speed-of-video curve versus time is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3: An example of the speed-of-video curve versus time for nine key-points with ease-in/out 
● Strobe cuts: Similar to jump cuts, strobe cuts can be spread throughout the timeline, but 
are more numerous, rapid, of constant duration, and hence require little selection. Like a 
strobe, these are evenly distributed and often very rapid, giving the video a sense of 
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rhythm and edge, as opposed to a traditional linear video. Although there are existing 
editors to help insert strobe cuts, these are very tedious to produce and manipulate or 
maintain. Per the described, templatized approach, the user enters the desired duration of 
each strobe cut, e.g., down to fractions of a second. The user interface automatically 
displays the number of cuts that are performed. 
Zoom (108): Zooming in or out can be input by the user using, e.g., a slider, that enables the user 
to effect a zoom-out (e.g., 0.5X zoom) to a zoom-in (e.g., a 3X zoom). Zooming out or in is an 
overlaid effect that can be added regardless of the speed-up/slow-down technique used. When 
used properly, zoom can add a sense of drama. Zooming in can cause a sense of increase in 
focus, while zooming out causes a sense of a gradual reveal. Gradual change in zoom (in or out) 
on top of multiple cuts is very tedious to accomplish in most editing applications and requires 
deep technical know-how. 
 Together, these settings/options offer flexibility and support the user’s creativity by 
providing a simple interface. The described techniques enable video-editing applications on 
smartphones or other devices with similar sizes or form-factors. The techniques also are 
applicable to (professional or amateur) video-editing software on machines with larger screens, 
e.g., desktops, tablets, laptops, etc. While the template can be presented to the user in the form of 
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CONCLUSION 
This disclosure describes techniques that enable a broad range of video-speed 
manipulations using templates. A user interface with a few buttons, sliders, and simple, intuitive 
settings is made available to novice users. The techniques enable efficient video-editing for 
fast/slow motion styling on smartphones or other devices with similar sizes or form-factors. 
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